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The basis of long-lasting relationships is the ability to resolve conflicts. Apology
is one way to establish trust and connection after a conflict occurs. It is used in
relationships where conflict occurs naturally and often. However, little is known about
what constitutes an effective parental apology, or when and how often parental
apologies occur. Inadequate apologies after conflict may lead to unresolved negative
feelings by either parent or child. Too much apology could diminish the significance of
the act of apology and be perceived as less effective. Despite these possibilities,
apology still plays an important role in the maintenance of the parent-child relationship.
We are interested in the effect specifically of a parent’s apology to their child. We will
examine how parental apology behavior and parenting constructs are correlated,
focusing on parent proclivity to apologize and parenting quality.
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Introduction
Humans are social beings, and we have evolved to live in groups. This makes
interpersonal relationships, and the maintenance of such relationships, essential to
survival. Arguably the most important relationship, especially during development, is
the relationship between parent and child. Attachment theory demonstrates this
importance, showing how the security of parent-child relationships can affect the child’s
future behaviors and self-image (Benoit, 2004). Children with more secure attachments
rate higher in emotion regulation and empathy, which are important skills for future
interpersonal relationships (Panfile & Laible, 2012). Such findings beg the question which skills make up higher parenting quality? Epstein (2010) lists love and affection,
stress management, relationship skills, and safety as some of the most important
parenting skills. These skills all serve to strengthen the relationship between parent and
child through by protecting children and modeling positive behaviors. The safety factor,
in particular, aligns with attachment theory, which posits that the quality of attachment
between infant and parent is determined by the parent’s ability to respond to their
child’s distress (Benoit, 2004).
However, as children mature, their needs change as well. This leads to changes
in what constitutes a good parent-child relationship. This is not to say that elements
such as love and affection or safety are no longer important, but that as children grow
up, the parent-child relationship takes on a more interpersonal dimension. The nature of
this new relationship necessitates the ability to resolve conflict. Conflict is natural, and
can happen in any relationship, but the model that parents create is formative in a
child’s development. Harach and Kuczynski (2005) describes a model of parenting with

3 dimensions: authority, companionship, and intimacy. This study showed that when the
relationship needed repair, parents and children, for the most part, used intimacy skills,
such as apology, to resolve the conflict and strengthen the relationship. Ruckstaetter,
Sells, Newmeyer, and Zink (2017) supports this finding, stating that parental attitudes
favoring apology produced more secure parent-child attachments.
What makes up an effective apology? According to Lazare (2003), a good
apology includes acknowledgment of responsibility, expression of remorse, explanation
of behavior, and reparations to the victim. Fehr and Gelfand (2010) indicates
effectiveness of apologies when they are tailored to a specific person. Different
elements may have more impact on different people. Slocum, Allan, and Allan (2011)
details the affective, cognitive, and behavioral effects of an apology. Apologies work to
reduce the anger of the victims and facilitate the development of empathy towards the
offenders, lessen the likelihood of retaliatory behavior by victims, and help to mediate
the attributions made by victims about offenders, creating a more positive perception of
the character of the offender (Slocum, Allan & Allan, 2011). Through these ways,
apologies improve the relationship after a conflict by influencing the reconciliation
process. However, in a close relationship, conflict has the potential to violate both a
societal and relationship norm, increasing the victim’s perception of wrongfulness on
the part of the offender (Slocum, Allan & Allan, 2011). Although multiple norms can be
violated, apology has shown to influence the probability of forgiveness and distancing
between parties. Breslin et al (2017) used a hypothetical vignette to examine the effect
of apology on everyday interactions within the context of family relationships. They
found that apology resulted in less distancing between victim and transgressor and also
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found that the difference of result from apology and no apology is smallest for the
mother compared to father, sister, then brother, respectively (Breslin et al., 2017).
Apologies can be instrumental in resolving conflict and resulting negative feelings in
relationships, both in close relationships and more distant.
However, not all apologies will fall under the definition of an effective apology,
and not all circumstances can be remedied through apology. There might be certain
elements that can make apologies stronger or weaker, which might influence whether
the apology is perceived as sincere and be effective in repairing the relationship. In the
case of political apologies, a performative and public apology can fail to create the
equitable preconditions for an ongoing relationship (Winter, 2014). In other words, an
ineffective or incomplete apology will not help to heal the relationship. Friedman and
Friedman (2011) discusses several examples of ineffective apologies that use
terminology to avoid responsibility, including using the passive voice (“Mistakes were
made”), vague language (“I’m sorry for whatever happened”), or hinting that the
offense was not really that bad (“To the degree that you were hurt…”) (Miller, 2008, as
cited in Friedman & Friedman, 2011). Using these kinds of apologies can shift blame
onto the victim, which may lead to failure to resolve the conflict. Okimoto, Wenzel, and
Hornsey (2015) uses the example of political apologies to propose a normative dilution
effect of apology. In their study, they found that an apology norm decreased perceived
sincerity and victim’s willingness to forgive. In other words, when apologizing becomes
more common, there is also a risk of a devaluation of the symbolic value of apology
which may undermine the apology’s effectiveness (Okimoto, Wenzel, & Hornsey,
2015). There are also situations in which an apology may not completely repair the
3

relationship. Perceived severity of harm among victims of the conflict in Northern
Ireland greatly predicted a negative relationship with forgiveness, with probability of
forgiveness decreasing as perceived severity increases (McLernon, Cairns, Hewstone, &
Smith, 2004, as cited in Blatz & Philpot, 2010). Privity, the link between past and
present harm, is another moderator of the relationship between apology and forgiveness.
When there are multiple transgressions happening without much time in between
conflicts, an apology may be insufficient and ineffective (Blatz & Philpot, 2010). Even
though the offender delivers an apology, there are several factors including incomplete
apologies and perceived harm that can change the effectiveness of the apology.
Proclivity, or willingness, to apologize, is also important in considering
elements of apology. Some people may not be willing to apologize. Howell, Dopko,
Turowski, and Buro (2011) found that high proclivity to apologize correlates positively
with seeking forgiveness, self-esteem, and agreeableness. In other words, people that
are more willing to apologize may also include the elements of a good apology because
they seek forgiveness and are willing to apologize and give reparations to the victim in
order to gain forgiveness. People that are more likely to apologize have been
characterized by empathy, strong orientation toward others, and a mindset of acceptance
(Lazare, 2004, as cited in Howell, Dopko, Turowski, and Buro, 2011). A willingness to
apologize might reflect a healthy concern for others in their lives (Howell, Dopko,
Turoski, and Buro, 2011). These character traits and mindset could be indicators of
people who have more positive interpersonal relationships, including that of parent and
child. The question is, to what extent is parent proclivity to apologize an indicator of
parenting quality? Is there a law of diminishing returns where some apology indicates
4

healthy communication, while excessive apology correlates with simply more issues for
which to apologize? Over-use of apology could have negative effects in a parenting
relationship. Overapology could cause harm if or when a parent is apologizing over and
overagain to their child, such that the child feels the need to make the parent “feel
better.” In this way, overapology may be a way to take focus away from the child that
was wronged, which could decrease the effectiveness of the apology.
Existing literature sets up a basis of the importance of apology in parent-child
relationships, and the importance of these relationships throughout development.
Although there are less clinical articles surrounding the elements of an effective
apology, but most articles come to a consensus as to what constitutes an effective
apology. Our research will help to fill the gap in research about the details of effective
parenting apologies. Apology is necessary in some situations, but it is not clear to what
extent it is still beneficial. We will be asking the question, to what extent is parent
willingness to apologize an indicator of parenting quality? We hypothesize that parent
proclivity to apology will have a positive correlation with parenting quality, as well as a
positive correlation with apology quality. Parents who apologize more will demonstrate
more effective apologies and will have more effective parenting skills. Conversely,
overapology will negatively correlate with parenting quality because excessive apology
may be indicative of excessive transgressions or a devaluation of the symbolic value of
the apology.
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Methods
Participants
This study was researched by a university in the pacific northwest, and
participants were recruited through a developmental database maintained by the
psychology department. Participants were invited via email to complete a screening
questionnaire assessing their eligibility to participate in the study. In order to
participate, participants had to indicate on this questionnaire that they were at least 18
years old, female, and are the primary caregiver of at least one child that is ages 7-12.
Grandparents were excluded, and mothers had to be living with her child at least half of
the time. They were also asked to indicate their socioeconomic status, in order to
create stratified sampling for a more representative sample. Socioeconomic status is
divided into three brackets based on US Census Bureau estimates of the distribution of
household incomes in Lane County, OR in 2017: below $35,000, $35,000-$75,000, and
above $75,000. Initially, 300 participants were recruited for a final sample size of 200,
after being assessed for socioeconomic ineligibility and participants that chose to
withdraw.
Materials
Parenting Quality. We used the Alabama Parenting Questionnaire (APQ) to
assess participants’ self-reported parenting style. This includes 40 questions in which
participants rate statements from 1 (Never) to 5 (Always). The 40 statements are
divided into 5 subscales: Involvement (parent’s participation in their child’s life),
Positive Parenting (parent’s use of positive reinforcement, such as praise), Inconsistent
6

Discipline (inconsistent application of disciplinary techniques, such as not consistently
enforcing the same rules), Poor Monitoring and Supervision (paying insufficient
attention to child’s activities), and Corporal Punishment. We did not use items referring
to child abuse in our analyses (Corporal Punishment subscale). Higher scores on
subscales indicate the parent’s fulfillment of that construct, i.e., scoring higher on
Involvement means that parents are more involved with their children and scoring
higher on Inconsistent Discipline means that parents are less consistent in the
application of discipline. (Frick, 1991; Duncan, 2007). We also used the Interpersonal
Mindfulness in Parenting measure (IM-P) to assess participants’ parenting attitudes and
practices. Participants indicate how true a statement is from 1 (Never) to 5 (Always
True). This measure includes 10 questions, with higher scores indicating higher
interpersonal mindfulness in parenting practices. (Bohlmeijer et al., 2011). To control
for general mindfulness traits in conjunction with the IMP, we used the Five Facet
Mindfulness Questionnaire (FFMQ).This measure includes 39 questions, taking the
form of statements, that participants rate how frequently or infrequently they have had
each experience in the past month. Higher scores, or more frequent experiences,
indicate higher mindfulness. (Bohlmeijer et al., 2011).
Proclivity to Apologize. We used the Proclivity to Apologize Measure (PAM)
and the Proclivity to Apologize-Parenting Measure (PAM-P) to assess participants’ selfreported willingness to apologize to others. The PAM assesses general proclivity to
apologize, while the PAM-P includes additional questions to assess participants’ selfreported willingness to apologize to their children: “I have a tendency to apologize to
others” and “I have a tendency to apologize to my children.” There are nine questions in
7

the questionnaire. Participants rated their agreement with each statement from 1
(Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly Agree). In both the PAM and PAM-P, higher scores
indicate a lower proclivity to apologize, while lower scores indicate higher willingness
to apologize. (Howell et al., 2011; Ruckstaetter et al., 2017).
Overapology. We also used an investigator-created measure of over-apology,
which will assess over-apology behavior in participants. This measure includes six
statements that participants rated on a scale from 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 7 (Strongly
Agree). Higher scores represent higher instances of over-utilizing apology.
Quality of apology. Although research has yet to come to a consensus of what
makes up a meaningful apology, we used another investigator-created measure to assess
which aspects of apology the participants included in a hypothetical example.
Participants were instructed to read a paragraph describing a situation between a mom
and child that could occur in daily life and were then directed to write the exact words
that the mom should say to her child, as if writing a script for the mom to talk to her
child. This was coded later by coders trained on semantic coding based on the presence
of 5 elements of apology: remorse, recognition that events were wrong or unjust,
acknowledgment of suffering, forbearance, and offers of repair. See Appendix I for full
description.
Procedure
Participants’ eligibility was assessed through an online survey sent via email to
mothers whose named had been obtained by a developmental database maintained by
the department. After consenting to participate in the study, participants were screened
for eligibility to participate. If they were deemed eligible, participants would be sent a
8

link to complete a Qualtrics survey, including several standard measures and two
investigator-created measures, on an electronic device in a location of their choosing.
For this study, we focused on the measures that assess apology behaviors, parenting
quality, and quality of apology. To see all measures included in the survey, see
Appendix II. Participation in the survey is expected to take about 1 hour in one sitting,
and participants received a $15 Amazon gift card as compensation. This study was
approved by an IRB at the University of Oregon.
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Results
First, we tested how our apology variables related to each other. We found that
scores on PAM (M = 24.57, SD = 7.27) and PAM-P (M = 22.58, SD = 6.08) were
significantly, positively related, with score on PAM-P increasing as scores on PAM
increased (r = .65, p < .001). Scores on PAM were not significantly related to scores on
overapology (M = 18.82, SD = 4.58, r = .01, p = .870), and scores on PAM-P were also
not significantly related to scores on overapology (r = -.02, p = .760). Additionally,
scores on PAM were not significantly related to scores on apology quality (M = 2.21,
SD = .83, r = -.10, p = .199), but scores on PAM-P had a significant, negative
correlation with scores on apology quality (r = -.18, p = .013). Scores on apology
quality and scores on overapology were not significantly correlated (r = -.00, p = .977).
We then tested how parental apology was related to parenting variables. We
found that apology quality was significantly, positively correlated with scores on the
APQ Positive Parenting subscale (M = 26.74, SD = 2.69), (r= .15, p = .045), but was not
significantly correlated with scores on APQ Involvement (M = 38.93, SD = 3.36), (r = .00, p = .974), APQ Poor Monitoring (M = 13.43, SD = 3.63), (r = -.08, p = .307), APQ
Inconsistent Discipline (M = 14.71, SD = 3.85), (r = -.13, p = .072), or IMP (M = 33.93,
SD = 2.43), (r = -.01, p = .864). Scores on overapology were not significantly related to
APQ Involvement (r = -.02, p =.753), APQ Positive Parenting (r = .14, p = .053), APQ
Poor Monitoring (r = .05, p = .511), or IMP (r = .10, p = .161), but were significantly,
positively related with APQ Inconsistent Discipline (r = .17, p = .019). Scores on PAMP were significantly, negatively correlated with APQ Involvement (r = -.31, p < .001)
and APQ Positive Parenting (r = -.30, p < .001), respectively. See Figure 1 for a visual
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of the relationship between PAM-P and APQ Positive Parenting and Figure 2 for a
visual of the relationship between PAM-P and APQ Involvement. As scores on PAM-P
increased and mothers were less likely to apologize to their children, involvement and
positive parenting decreased. APQ Poor Monitoring and PAM-P were found to not have
a significant relationship (r = .05, p = .475), as were scores on PAM-P and IMP (r = .05, p = .510). Scores on PAM-P were significantly, positively associated with APQ
Inconsistent Discipline (r = .34, p < .001). See Figure 3 for a visual depiction of this
relationship. As scores on PAM-P increased (and likelihood to apologize decreased),
scores on inconsistent discipline increased as well. See Tables 4 and 5 for all correlation
coefficients.

Figure 1. Graph depicting the relationship between scores on PAM-P and scores on
APQ Positive Parenting.
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Figure 2: Graph depicting the relationship between scores on PAM-P and scores on
APQ Involvement.
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Figure 3: Graph depicting the relationship between scores on PAM-P and scores on
APQ Inconsistent Discipline.

We tested the relationships between PAM-P and the parenting variables while
controlling for covariates to see if they remained significant. When controlling for
scores on PAM, scores on PAM-P were significantly, negatively correlated with scores
on APQ Involvement (B = -.19, t = -3.74, p < .001). This means that as parent
involvement increased, mothers were more likely to apologize to their children, while
controlling for general attitudes towards apology. Scores on PAM-P were significantly,
negatively correlated with scores on APQ Positive, controlling for scores on PAM (B =
-.11, t = -2.68, p = .008). As mothers’ use of positive parenting strategies increased,
mothers were more likely to apologize to their children. When controlling for scores on
PAM, scores on PAM-P were not significantly correlated with APQ poor supervision (r
= .06, p = .46). Scores on PAM-P were significantly, positively related to scores on
APQ Inconsistent, controlling for scores on PAM (B = .16, t = 2.79, p = .006). Mothers
that were more inconsistent in their discipline were less likely to apologize to their
children. We found that all relationships found to be significant between PAM-P and
APQ subscales remained significant when controlling for the covariate of general
attitudes towards parenting. Scores on PAM-P were not significantly correlated with
scores on IMP when controlling for FFMQ (M = 72.68, SD = 7.60), (B = -.03, t = -1.02,
p = .312), and scores on overapology were not significantly correlated with scores on
IMP when controlling for FFMQ (B = .05, t = 1.24, p = .218). However, a combined
model of PAM-P, overapology, and FFMQ was significantly correlated with scores on
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IMP (B = 25.75, t = 10.43, p < .001, r2 = .07). These results support our findings in the
previous paragraph that there were not significant relationships between PAM-P,
overapology, and IMP, without controlling for FFMQ.
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Table 1:
Correlation
coefficients
of
relationships
between
apology and
parenting
variables,
including
apology
quality.
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Table 2: Correlation
coefficients of
relationships between
apology and parenting
variables, excluding
apology quality.
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Discussion
This study involved an electronic survey of mothers of children ages 7-12. We
conducted several measures, but in this paper, we focused on proclivity to apologize,
overapology, apology quality, interpersonal mindfulness in parenting, and parenting
quality (the presence of inconsistent discipline, positive parenting strategies, and parent
involvement). Looking at these measures would help us to investigate if proclivity to
apologize is an indicator of parenting quality. We hypothesized that parent proclivity to
apology will have a positive correlation with parenting quality, as well as a positive
correlation with apology quality. We also hypothesized that overapology would
negatively correlate with parenting quality.
Neither proclivity to apologize nor parenting proclivity to apologize were related
to overapology. Mothers were not more likely to overutilize apology with their children
regardless of their likelihood to apologize to others and to their children. This means
that there is a difference between how much a parent is willing to apologize in
appropriate situations versus in situations where apology is not necessary. Mothers that
were more likely to apologize to their children were also better at apologizing. The
more likely they were to apologize, the more important elements of apology were
included in their statements of apology. This supports the idea that parents that are more
willing to apologize also provide more effective apologies, increasing their ability to
solve conflicts with their children.
Mothers who were more likely to apologize to their children were also more
involved in their children’s lives and utilized more positive parenting strategies, such as
praising their children for things they have done. Higher scores on these parenting
17

constructs are indicators of more positive, higher quality parenting. The relationships
that we found demonstrate the use of apology as positive communication between
parents and their children, which supports our hypothesis that mothers with a higher
proclivity to apologize also have a higher score on parenting quality because apology
functions to effectively communicate with their children and resolve conflict. We did
not see that apology is more present when there is more conflict in the relationship
between parents and children. Instead, this shows that apology is more present in
parents that have been able to otherwise utilize positive parenting strategies, that have
been shown to effectively lead to positive outcomes in children.
Proclivity to apologize was also related to inconsistent discipline techniques.
Mothers that were less consistent were less likely to apologize to their children. This
subscale of parenting quality can be considered to measure ineffective parenting
because higher scores by parents on this subscale is associated with worse behavioral
and functional outcomes in children compared to lower scores (Swiecicka, WozniakPrus, Gambin, & Stolarski, 2019). Therefore, the positive associations that we found
between proclivity to apologize and inconsistent discipline techniques show that a lower
proclivity to apologize is related to more negative parenting techniques. This may be
because a mother who is inconsistent in discipline could also be inconsistent in other
aspects of parenting, such as in their reactions to conflict with their child. There is a
clear difference between the relationships of proclivity to apologize and the subscales
that indicate positive parenting strategies and the subscales that indicate negative
parenting strategies. Mothers who engaged in positive parenting practices were also
more likely to apologize to their children. This supports our hypothesis that proclivity to
18

apologize is an indicator of parenting quality. Higher proclivity to apologize is a
predictor of higher positive parenting quality, while lower proclivity to apologize is a
predictor of negative parenting practices.
Proclivity to apologize was not an effective indicator of a mother’s interpersonal
mindfulness in parenting. This relationship remained insignificant when controlling for
general mindfulness. This is surprising because we did find a significant relationship
between interpersonal mindfulness and positive parenting strategies, as well as
interpersonal mindfulness and involvement with children. More research is needed to
understand the nuanced relationship of apology and specific parenting behaviors.
Limitations
Although we were able to draw some conclusions about the role of apology
within the mother-child dyad, there are some limitations to our study. While our survey
was anonymous, self-report biases may still have had a role in the way that mothers
reported their apology and parenting behaviors. They may skew towards more positive
answers in order to be perceived as “better” parents or “better” apologizers.
Additionally, they may write the response to the hypothetical vignette in a way that
includes the elements of an effective apology, but perhaps they may not actually utilize
this form of apology in practice. Because our study was conducted through a survey
completed by the mother, we only get the mother’s perspective. Apology and
forgiveness are interactions between two people, but we only get the opinion of how it
went from the transgressor. In order to understand the impact and true quality of the
apology, we would need to also collect data from the child, in a survey or otherwise.
19

Data from the child’s point of view would also give us more insight and verification of
the mother’s parenting quality and day-to-day apology behaviors, which would help to
eliminate the possible self-report bias.
Future Directions
In the future, we could learn more about apology dynamics between mothers
and children through an observational study. This would allow us to gather data about
apology behaviors in real time and provide less bias in both parenting and apology
quality. An observational version would provide us both the mother’s and child’s
perspective, giving us insight into the effectiveness of the apology. Perhaps we could
include an apology vignette acted out by mother and child and assess perceived
effectiveness by both mother and child separately, which would also add to apology
research in general by qualitatively assessing an effective apology from the side of the
transgressor and the victim. Another future direction would be to add on to the growing
field of apology research. We know that apology quality increased when proclivity to
apology increased, but since there still is not a definitive list of each necessary element,
there might be elements that have not yet been considered that can influence the
effectiveness of the apology. Maybe different apology elements may have more impact
in specific situations. Our measure of apology quality is a start towards that, but more
research is needed about apology in general to be able to provide more detail about
apology in different parenting contexts.
While there are still many discoveries left to be made in the field of apology
research, our findings support many others that have determined apology is an indicator
of several traits that influence interpersonal relationships. Our research shows that
20

higher apology is an indicator of higher involvement and positive parenting strategies
and lower apology indicates higher use of poor supervision strategies in parenting.
There is definitive relationship between the use of apology and effective parenting, and
further research will help to guide conflict resolution between parents and children.
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